Inspirations for Daily Spiritual Life

It is fruitful to the small aspirations to frequently immerse oneself in refreshing spiritual streams, to find buoyancy and delight for a moment in the thoughts, the emotions, the atmosphere of the soul. The following books are glad companions, bringing to us daily inspiration and commitment.

LIVING WORDS

Soul-Kindlers for the New Millennium

Gleanings from the works of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother

Compiled by Dr. D. S. Dallek

These are settings so infused with the Spirit that they move us powerfully when we read them. Words giving voice to the spirit ring out and call us toward greater states of awareness where the soul reigns supreme. Such “soul kindlers” house the power to ignite in us an unconquerable aspiration and bring us into a state of receptivity and openness. This book is a collection of such inspirational passages; it guides us through difficulties and confusions, and inspires us to bring to birth a new world of harmony and oneness. A radiant life awaits us at the end of this current season of dissolution and death.

Flowers are the moment’s representations of oneness. A radiant life awaits us at the end of this current season of dissolution and death.

The Mother

By The Mother

MESSAGES

FLOWERS AND THEIR MESSAGES

“Flowers are the moment’s representations of things that are in themselves eternal.”

Sri Aurobindo.

Flowers create a direct psychic link between the world of spirituality and the world of human existence. If we open ourselves to their subtleties, we can experience feelings, powers, and aspirations which invite us to live more in tune with inner harmony and truth. The Mother provided guidance about the specific spiritual significance of more than 800 flowers described in this book. These are numerous line drawings and several color plates, arranged with inspirational passages to invite us to the messages of the flowers around us. A remarkable exploration of the symbolic and spiritual language of flowers, this treasure offers insight into the simple and loving realm of plant life. Offering beauty, uplifting the soul, and aspirations which invite us to live more in tune with inner harmony and truth.

Flowers create a direct psychic link between the world of spirituality and the world of human existence. If we open ourselves to their subtleties, we can experience feelings, powers, and aspirations which invite us to live more in tune with inner harmony and truth.

Flowers are the moment’s representations of oneness. A radiant life awaits us at the end of this current season of dissolution and death.

Words giving voice to the spirit ring out and call us toward greater states of awareness where the soul reigns supreme. Such “soul kindlers” house the power to ignite in us an unconquerable aspiration and bring us into a state of receptivity and openness. This book is a collection of such inspirational passages; it guides us through difficulties and confusions, and inspires us to bring to birth a new world of harmony and oneness. A radiant life awaits us at the end of this current season of dissolution and death.

Flowers are the moment’s representations of oneness.